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The Ocean’s Journey

A NEW WAY TO DISCOVER THE MEDITERRANEAN
Discover iconic and remote locations of the Mediterranean, following ‘safe sailing’ protocols, on
board a ship which perfectly marries rich sailing heritage and modern luxury, with a sustainable twist.

The extensive programme offers 23 different voyages and includes visits to:
Spain

Italy

Montenegro

Slovenia

France

Albania

Croatia

Greece

Turkey

Book with confidence with our ‘Covid Promise’ & ‘Safe Sailing’ Protocols
Available to book now
Call a Wexas cruise specialist on 020 7838 5894 or visit wexas.com
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All prices, fares, hotels and tours described in this brochure are correct at the time of going to press (06/12/2021) and are subject to change and
availability. Prices shown are a guide only and may not include peak travel periods such as Christmas and Easter. Many of the flights and flightinclusive holidays in this brochure are financially protected by the atol scheme but atol protection does not apply to all holiday and travel services
listed. Please ask us to confirm what protection may apply to your booking. If you do not receive an atol Certificate then the booking will not
be atol protected. If you do receive an atol Certificate but all the parts of your trip are not listed on it, those parts will not be atol protected.
For more information about financial protection and the atol Certificate go to: atol.org.uk/atolcertificate. The Wexas atol number is 2873. Full
booking conditions can be found at wexas.com/bookingconditions.
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INTRODUCTION | EUROPE

EUROPE
Ever since the aristocratic Grand Tours of the 18th
and 19th centuries, Europe has held an almost
unmatched allure for UK travellers. Indeed,
from the cultural riches of its cities to the sheer
magnificence of its mountains and coastlines,
it’s impossible to overstate the sheer variety of
experiences on offer, just a short hop across the
English Channel.
But where to begin when planning your great
European escape? To get you started, our
experts have picked out some of their favourite
itineraries actoss the following pages. There are
exciting new routes aboard the iconic Venice
Simplon-Orient-Express, a selection of Italy’s
finest road trips, culinary adventures in Spain
and historic stays in Portugal. All that alongside
a luxurious Mediterranean voyage aboard one of
the newest ships in the world of cruising.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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E U R O P E | I TA LY

GREAT ITALIAN ROAD TRIPS
In a country famous for its cars, there’s something genuinely magical about taking the wheel on your very own Italian
road trip. But there’s far more to driving here than the car itself. As well as Ferrari, Lamborghini and the like, this
is a country home to some truly spectacular driving routes. From cliff-hugging coastal roads to impossibly scenic
mountain passes, Here we pick out four of the most rewarding options.

SAVE UP TO

£450 PP
Book by 31 Jan 2022

THE BEST OF SICILY

ITALIAN COAST & CULTURE

Sicily is a perfect destination for a road trip.
Distances are short, the scenery is varied and
beautiful and there’s very little traffic. That’s why this
island-encompassing itinerary is among our most
recommended. You’ll begin in Palermo, a treasure trove
of Byzantine mosaics, frescoed basilicas and Gothic
palaces, before driving south to the Greek temples of
Agrigento, some of which date back to the 5th century
BC. You’ll then swap coasts, plunging through the
island’s vineyard-dotted interior to arrive, perhaps
via a wine tasting or two, at pretty Cefalù. Take in the
wonders of its 12 th -century cathedral and relax on your
hotel’s private beach before rounding things off in
Taormina, whose ancient Greek amphitheatre looks out
to views of snow-capped Mt. Etna and the gold-sands
coastline far below.

Tuscany is, in many ways, the very essence of Italy. And,
whether you visit on a city break, enjoy cooking courses
or wine-tasting weekends, there’s still no better way
to take in its myriad attractions than by car. This twincentre getaway showcases the best of them, combining
the delights of the Tuscan seaside with the Renaissance
grandeur of Florence. You’ll kick things off in serious
style with a stay at one of Italy’s most luxurious hotels – a
seafront jewel complete with spa and private beach. And,
with three days free, you’ll have plenty of time to explore
the region’s rich mix of medieval towns and vineyards.
It’s then a delightfully scenic drive, via Volterra’s Roman
amphitheatre, to Florence, where you’ll stay in one of the
city’s finest hotels and enjoy an included walking tour to
such famous sights as the Duomo cathedral and multitiered Ponte Vecchio bridge.

PRICES FROM £940 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access,
8 days car hire & 7 nights b&b accommodation. For a full itinerary, visit

PRICES FROM £1,745 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, 4 days car hire, 8 nights b&b accommodation & a walking tour

wexas.com/103722 .

of Florence. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/103858 .

8-day tailor-made self-drive
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9-day tailor-made self-drive

I TA LY | E U R O P E

SAVE UP TO

£145 PP
Book by 31 Jan 2022

TUSCANY, UMBRIA & THE AMALFI COAST

NORTHERN ITALY & THE L AKES

This is another ever-so-appealing coast and culture
combo. However, this itinerary goes beyond the Tuscan
border to explore three very different regions. It all
begins with Pisa and its leaning icon before taking in San
Gimignano’s medieval towers and those ancient Roman
wonders of Volterra. A scenic country drive will then see
you south, via a walking tour in Siena and the Gothic
splendour of Umbria’s Orvieto, to the Amalfi Coast town
of Sorrento – gateway to glamorous Capri, Mt. Vesuvius
and the ruins of Pompeii. And, while you might know
the region from its pastel-coloured houses and lemonscented groves, there are also some truly spectacular
driving routes to explore, not least the Blue Ribbon Drive.
This dramatic clifftop route passes through tunnels and
around hairpin bends to showcase some of Italy’s most
arresting coastal scenery.

While three of our recommendations centre on Italy’s
coast, we’re often asked where’s best to experience
another side of this beautiful country. The answer? Its
mountains. And, the pristine alpine landscapes of the
Italian Lakes are a great place to start. As such, this
itinerary is a comprehensive introduction to the drama
of Italy’s mountainous north, explored on scenic drives
and with stays at world-class hotels. You’ll begin with a
night in fashion-conscious Milan before following in the
footsteps of Europe’s aristocracy on a journey between
the country’s most beautiful lakes – Maggiore, Como and
Garda. Here, snow-capped peaks look down on islanddotted waters, sprawling vineyards and the sun terraces
of your luxury accommodation. You’ll then finish in
Verona, whose rich heritage is evidenced by its medieval
grandeur and 2,000-year-old Roman wonders.

PRICES FROM £1,500 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, 9 nights b&b accommodation, 7 days car hire, a walking tour of

PRICES FROM £1,845 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, selected transfers, 11 nights b&b accommodation & 9 days car

Siena & selected transfers. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/139611 .

hire. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/104201 .

10-day tailor-made self-drive

12-day tailor-made self-drive

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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ALTERNATIVE ROUTES

on the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express

From the late 1800s into the early 20th Century, the height of fashion was a Grand Tour of Europe by rail. And,
of course, the train to take was the Orient Express. Ironically, over a century on, and with every technology at our
fingertips, it’s a similar experience that still ticks many boxes, embracing the great traditions of overland travel
coupled with luxury and nostalgia in abundance.
Since Belmond rescued the Orient Express’ former carriages and brought them back to life as the Venice SimplonOrient-Express in the 1980s, the choice of routes has been somewhat smaller than the original network. And, despite
regular services between London and Venice, a once-a-year journey between Paris and Istanbul and occasional trips
to the likes of Prague, Budapest, Vienna and Verona, one recurring piece of feedback remains – “what a pity there
aren’t more routes to go back and enjoy”. Well, now there are. From Amsterdam to Vienna, we've detailed them here.

Venice Simplon-Orient-Express: Rome to London

SAVE UP TO

4-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY

Perhaps surprisingly, Rome is the only destination to feature in
the five new routes which was a stopping point for the original
Orient Express, a fact that adds an extra slice of romanticism to
this already wonderful itinerary. Of course, for those who love the
glamour of European cities, a stay in the Italian capital is hard to
beat, particularly when you're based at one of its leading luxury
hotels. And, now that it can be combined with a Venice SimplonOrient Express train journey, as well as a stay in Paris if you wish,
this might just be the most glamorous option of them all.

£165 PP
Book by 31 Jan 2022

prices start from £2,470 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private
transfers, 1 night onboard the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express including all meals & 2 nights
b&b accommodation in Rome. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/183704.

Venice Simplon-Orient-Express: Florence to London
4-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY

Despite only having launched in the summer of 2021, this route
is, perhaps unsurprisingly, proving to be something of an instant
classic.You'll begin with a luxury stay amid the Renaissance
treasures of Florence, enjoying the chance to wander between its
ancient cathedrals and bridges, returning to the Michelin-starred
dining of your hotel's standout restaurant. It's then time to board
those famous blue-and-gold carriages for the journey to Paris and
on, via Eurostar, to London, pairing glorious alpine scenery with the
fine dining and immaculate service for which the train is renowned.
prices start from £2,710 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private

transfers, 1 night onboard the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express including all meals & 2 nights
b&b accommodation in Florence. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/183705.
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Venice Simplon-Orient-Express: Geneva to Venice
6-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY

SAVE UP TO

This option offers the chance to get right in among some Europe’s
finest alpine scenery, with a luxury stay on the shores of Lake Geneva
followed by a train journey to remember, across Switzerland and past
the spectacular Italian Dolomites. You'll wrap things up with a couple
of nights in either Verona – a city famed for its Opera – or Venice, the
train’s original home. Alternatively, why not combine two great rail
journeys into one holiday? Call us about a Swiss glacier rail journey
followed by a night in Geneva and then onwards, aboard the Venice
Simplon-Orient-Express, to Verona or Venice.

£155 PP
Book by 31 Jan 2022

prices start from £3,820 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private
transfers, 1 night onboard the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express including all meals, 2 nights
b&b accommodation in Geneva, 2 nights B&B accommodation in Venice, water taxi
transfers & a guided city tour. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/183713.

Venice Simplon-Orient-Express:
Amsterdam to Venice 6-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY
It’s one of our favourite cities, so we were extremely excited to
discover that it’s now possible to combine the myriad delights of
Amsterdam – easily reachable by Eurostar from the UK –with our
favourite luxury rail experience. Best of all, you can combine it all
with stops in Brussels and Paris, and then a few nights in Venice,
either at the start or end of your holiday. Departing in late-April
2022, it's the perfect option for a European Grand Tour, with
pleasant spring weather found right across the Continent.
prices start from £3,530 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private

transfers, 1 night onboard the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express including all meals, 2 nights
b&b accommodation in Amsterdam, 2 nights B&B accommodation in Venice, water taxi
transfers & a guided city tour. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/183711.

Venice Simplon-Orient-Express: Venice to Brussels
4-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY

Last, but certainly not least, there's Brussels. This time you'll begin
your holiday with a five-star stay and guided touring among Venice’s
iconic waterways before boarding the train north for a cross-Alpine
jaunt, again via Paris, to the home of moule et frites (mussels and
triple-cooked Belgian fries) and, of course, the great and many
varieties of Belgian beer. This holiday can also be enjoyed in reverse
starting with a stay in the Belgian capital before taking the train
south for a couple of nights in Italy’s floating city.
prices start from £3,710 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private
transfers, 1 night onboard the Venice Simplon-Orient-Express including all meals, 2 nights
b&b accommodation in Brussels, 2 nights B&B accommodation in Venice, water taxi
transfers & a guided city tour. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/183710.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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Flavours of
Spain
Spain is well known for its cuisine – paella
by the sea, delicious cured meats and fresh
gazpacho – usually paired with fine wine or
sangria. Of course, it’s also a popular holiday
destination for UK residents seeking sunnier climes.
But, it’s away from the crowded tourist centres
where you’ll find some of the country’s best food,
and its most evocative landscapes. Castilla y León
in the northwest, ringed by mountains and dotted
with ancient castles and churches, is one such gem.
And, it’s here that you’ll find one of our favourite
Spanish hotels – the superb Hacienda Zorita.
Set on the banks of the Duero,
Europe’s longest ‘wine river’,
the Hacienda Zorita lives and
breathes viticulture. Surrounded
by beautifully terraced vineyards
and cellars lined with thousands
of solid oak barrels, it’s also nestled
among working farmland, home to
wandering African water buffalo
and woolly Mangalica pigs. A guided
tour of the Hacienda Zorita Organic
Farm is by far the best way to see –
and taste – everything that makes
this hotel so special.
You’ll learn exactly what goes
into making award-winning

cheeses, see the Acetaia – the
only traditional balsamic vinegar
cellar of its kind in Spain – and
walk through the Iberian Pata
Negra drying house, sampling
everything from sumptuous
mozzarella to Ibérico ham along
the way. These Spanish staples,
along with olive oil, freshly-baked
breads and organic fruits and
vegetables, serve the hotel’s
farm-to-table restaurant. It’s here
that you’ll finish the tour, dining
on a feast of acorn-fed cold cuts,
perfectly grilled vegetables
and meats, and a selection of
delicious desserts.

And, don’t forget that you’re just
minutes away from Salamanca
itself. Known for its incredibly
ornate sandstone architecture,
the city is awash with Renaissance
and Baroque flourishes alongside
a whole host of monuments
dedicated to the city’s rich past.
Indeed, its historic interior is a
unesco World Heritage site. Day
trips here are best rounded off
with a rejuvenating vinotherapy
treatment back at the hotel’s spa.
Paired with world-class food and
wine, your experience at this hidden
getaway offers an exclusive taste
of authentic Spain.

SALAMANCA WINE
EXPERIENCE AT
HACIENDA ZORITA
prices start from £710 pp

incl.
flights, uk airport lounge access, car hire,
5 nights b&b accommodation, a welcome
drink, a bottle of Hacienda Zorita wine in room
and tours of the winery, vineyard and farm.
For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/146168.
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T H E P O U S A DA S O F P O RT U G A L
Scattered across Portugal are dozens of stunning castles, palaces and monasteries – and some modern
properties too – all recognised as sites of historical importance, converted for overnight stays. Known
as Pousadas, they’re the equivalent of our own stately homes, but somehow even more special. Many are
a little off the beaten track, reached via rambling nature preserves or untouched coastlines. And, each
one is unique – stay in a viscount’s manor house or on a sprawling wine estate, depending on your taste.
Wherever you go, you’ll get a glimpse of Portugal’s rich history.

POUSADAS OF PORTUGAL:
ALENTEJO & THE ALGARVE
8-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELF-DRIVE

This journey through southern Portugal contrasts the
golden plains and rolling hills of the central Alentejo
region with the coastal beauty of the Algarve. The historic
Pousadas in this itinerary include a converted 16th-century
convent close to the medieval charms of Arraiolo and
a Franciscan convent in historic Beja, an oasis of calm
among the city’s bustling streets. The spectacular clifftop
Pousada de Sagres is a trip highlight, surrounded by
surf beaches with panoramic views over the Algarve and
an onsite restaurant serving freshly caught seafood. As
you make your way to each Pousada, you’ll have plenty
of time to take in the region’s charming fishing villages
and ancient towns. And, after days spent exploring in the
sun, the swimming pools at each property offer a place
to escape and refresh, often nestled among peaceful
gardens of native plants.
prices start from £710 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, 8 days car hire & 7 nights Pousada accommodation. For a full
itinerary, visit wexas.com/150426.

POUSADAS OF PORTUGAL:
GREEN PORTUGAL
8-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELF-DRIVE

To the north, Portugal’s interior is lush and green and
the rugged Atlantic coastline is wildly beautiful. This
self-drive itinerary takes you through it all, with stays
at some of the country’s finest Pousadas along the way.
The Pousada Viana do Castelo, set high on Mount Santa
Luzia, reveals stunning views over the old sailing port
and the ocean, while a drive into Gerês National Park
sees you to a magnificent mountain chalet where wild
horses roam freely outside. In Guimarães, a UNESCO
World Heritage site, you’ll sleep in a 12 th-century
Augustinian monastery overlooking the city’s cobbled
streets. And, after visiting another monastery nestled
in the Vinho Verde wine region, you’ll return for a further
night in the Pousada Viana do Castelo, looking out
across the mountain-framed Lima River, the Templo de
Santa Luzia and the Atlantic Ocean beyond.
prices start from £700 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, 8 days car hire & 7 nights b&b Pousada accommodation.
For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/147485.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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NORWAY’S
FJORDSY
Although once a favourite among the Victorian
elite, fjord Norway is only just starting to get the
attention it deserves. Cute villages dot lush-green
valleys, sweeping roads ply mountain passes and
waterfall-fed fjords form a vast network of graniteframed blue. Indeed, much of the Norwegian
countryside remains as unspoilt today as when the
English gentry first visited back in the 19th century.

Thankfully, Norway’s typically cosy, typically boutique
accommodation has ensured that mass tourism has
sailed clear of its cragged shores. Norwegians simply
don’t have the appetite for it. However, this also means
that rooms are limited, so it’s crucial to book early –
especially if you want to travel over the height of summer,
when the fjords are at their lush, green best. The saving
grace, however, is the longer period of good weather.
Indeed, in most years it’s possible to travel any time
between May and the end of September.
To help point you in the right direction, we’ve picked
out our favourite fjord Norway itinerary to the right. It
combines everything from historic cities and village idylls
to fjord cruises and world-famous mountain railways.

FJORD ESCAPE TO BERGEN
& BALESTRAND
6-DAY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEY

This charming, scenery-packed tour is the ideal
introduction to the fjords. You’ll begin in Bergen,
Norway’s charming second city – a historic jewel
centred around a UNESCO-listed timber wharf that
was left over from the Hanseatic merchants’ league
of the 1400s. Although you’ll be able to take in the
city’s majestic setting from its mountain funicular,
you’ll also head out on a cruise along Sognefjord.
Norway’s longest fjord will bring you to the village
charm of Balestrand, where you’ll enjoy a threenight stay, traditional dinners and the chance to
explore the surrounding countryside. From here, a
boat hop will then see you on to one of the world’s
most scenic train journeys, passing waterfalls and
following a rushing river on the Flåm Railway before
you end back in Bergen.
PRICES START FROM £1,030 PP incl. flights,
uk airport lounge access, 5 nights accommodation on a mix of
b&b & half-board basis, 2 fjord cruises & 2 train journeys incl.
Flåm Railway. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/103525.
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ICEL AND | EUROPE

The best drives in Iceland
Iceland is host to some of Europe’s most impressives sights, and self-drive routes, Of course, you’ve
got to enjoy the city buzz of Reykjavik and the volcanic icons of the Golden Circle, but be sure to
also get off the beaten track. We always recommend hiring a car to head out to the country’s further
reaches – the waterfalls, hot springs and geysers are just as impressive, but you’ll avoid the crowds.
These are our two favourite road-trip itineraries:

NORTH ICEL AND ODYSSEY
7-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELF-DRIVE

This epic road trip will see you combine western Iceland’s
highlights with the hidden gems of its wild north and a
region known as the Diamond Circle. You’ll start with
Reykjavik’s city buzz and the geothermal waters of the
Blue Lagoon before you turn out to the mighty waterfalls
and twisting lava formations surrounding Akureyri and
the northwest fjords. It’s all knitted together by stays in
fishermen’s towns and drives that sweep along dramatic
coastlines and dip into high-mountain hinterlands. Lastly,
although winter trippers will be treated to displays of the
Northern Lights, summertime offers the Midnight Sun,
puffins and whale cruises.
prices from £1,355 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access,
6 nights b&b accommodation, 6 days car hire & Comfort Entry to the Blue
Lagoon. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/137873.

ICEL AND’S ARCTIC COAST WAY
9-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELF-DRIVE

Stark, wild and beautiful, Iceland’s Arctic Coast Way is an
off-the-beaten-track gem that winds 900km along the north
coast. This road trip will see you experience it in all its glory,
beginning among tiny fishing villages and windswept blacksand beaches, before stopping at colossal rock formations,
jutting peninsulas and remote lighthouses. There’s also
plenty of time to indulge in the region’s crowning glory – its
geothermally heated pools and outdoor spas – as well as
chances to spot whales, seals and puffins. You’ll even enjoy a
stay in Reykjavik, sampling its trendy bars and superb dining
scene, and perhaps taking a dip in the famed Blue Lagoon.
prices from £1,630 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, airport
shuttle transfers, 8 nights b&b accommodation & 7 days car hire. For a full
itinerary, visit wexas.com/174146.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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EUROPE | MEDITERRANE AN CRUISING

REGENT SEVEN SE AS CRUISES

Tales
from the
Med

From their world-beating fleet of ultra-luxury ships to their
superb programme of globe-spanning voyages, Regent
Seven Seas Cruises take all-inclusive cruising to a whole
new level.
But, while many other cruise operators make do with
simply sailing from port to port, Regent’s immersive
approach takes things that bit further. So, while you’ll be
treated to the world’s cultural and natural wonders, visiting
everything from iconic cities to off-the-beaten-track gems,
you’ll also have the chance to really get under the skin of a
destination.
It’s an approach exemplified to perfection in the itinerary
featured opposite. As well as being a spectacular
introduction to the islands and coastlines of the eastern
Mediterranean, you’ll also sail aboard Regent’s newest
luxury ship – Seven Seas Grandeur.

14
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AT H E N S TO R O M E
11-DAY LUXURY OCEAN CRUISE

departure 21 June 2024 ship Seven Seas Grandeur
ports of call Athens (Greece), Bozcaada (Turkey), Istanbul, Izmir, Santorini (Greece), Valetta (Malta), Catania (Italy), Amalfi Coast
prices from £6,755 pp incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, transfers & a 10-night all-inclusive cruise aboard Seven Seas Grandeur
For a full itinerary and inclusions, visit wexas.com/183870

Our chosen itinerary is an indepth appreciation of the eastern
Mediterranean, taking in the myriad
delights of Turkey, Greece, Malta
and Italy, from their most renowned
historical sites to their sparkling
coastlines and glorious natural
world. And, best of all, you’ll enjoy
it all from the unmatched comforts
of Regent Seven Seas Cruises’
brand-new, luxury ship – Seven Seas
Grandeur, detailed below.

Indulge in wine tastings on remote
Turkish islands and marvel at
Istanbul’s mosques, palaces and
evocative spice markets before
contrasting the romance of
Santorini’s whitewashed houses
and caldera views with the best of
Malta’s UNESCO-listed treasures.
It’s then just a short hop across the
sea to Italy, where you’ll first explore
the Roman wonders and volcanic
landscapes of island Sicily before

sailing on to discover the secrets
of ancient Pompeii and the cliffhugging villages of the Amalfi Coast.
Throughout your voyage, you’ll
enjoy a full programme of included,
unlimited shore excursions, from
sommelier-led vineyard visits
and guided tours with expert
archaeologists to relaxing hot-spring
soaks and authentic cooking classes
led by talanted local chefs.

I N T R O D U CI N G SE V EN SE AS G R A N D EU R
Immaculate design, refined to perfection, Seven Seas Grandeur is the latest ultra-luxury addition to the Regent
Seven Seas Cruises fleet. And what an addition she is. Her suites are both unrivalled in space and sumptuous
in detail. Her restaurants, their interiors inspired by the Art Deco flourishes of the early 20th century, serve
delectable gourmet food created by acclaimed chefs and inspired by the world’s most respected cuisines. Her
observation lounge, with refinements reminiscent of the organic styles of Art Nouveau, serve up varied and
inviting spaces in which to relax, refresh and watch the world go by. All that alongside the extraordinary interiors
and myriad facilties common across the entire fleet, from pool decks to spas and everything in between.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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INTRODUCTION | THE AMERICAS

THE
AMERICAS
Where to begin with a region as vast as the
Americas? Stretching almost from pole to pole,
this intercontinental collection of countries
tumbles southwards from the Canadian Arctic
to the very southern tip of Chile, encompassing
everything from sprawling prairies and boreal
forests to subtropical jungles and the world’s
second-highest mountain range.
To help you get to grips with it all, our Americas
experts have honed in on the journeys they think
will be top of the pile for 2022. As such, you’ll
find the likes of Alaska cruises and Atlantic
Canada road trips sharing the spotlight with the
USA’s canyon country and California coast.
Meanwhile, further south, we’ve got wildlifepacked trips between the jungles, volcanoes
and beaches of Costa Rica, an appreciation of
Chile’s national parks and even an Antarctic
cruise paired with a stay at an Argentine
estancia. In this part of the world, it seems
variety really is the spice of life.

wexas.com . 020 7838 5894
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THE AMERICAS | USA

The USA’s great
literary road trips
For many of America’s great writers, a life on the road gave inspiration to their
best-known works – standout novels based on the ideals of free living and chasing
the American dream. Here, we pick out four literary icons and show you how to
follow in their footsteps with the help of some all-time classic road-trips.

Pacific Coast Highway – Big Sur, Jack Kerouac
“The more ups and downs, the more joy I feel,” opines Jack
Kerouac in his fictionalised biography, Big Sur. It’s a statement
that applies as much to the author himself as it does the novel’s
eponymous road – a spectacular route that maps the Californian
coast where the Santa Lucia Mountains rise abruptly from Pacific
cliffs. It’s a rollercoaster of bridge hops, long lefts and sweeping
rights. But, it forms just a 71-mile segment of the Pacific Coast
Highway, a 665-mile epic that links San Francisco and Los
Angeles, offering stops at pretty vineyards, Monterey’s dolphins
and a fantastic choice of white-sand beaches.
a 12-day self-drive starts from £1,865 pp

Incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, 10 nights accommodation & 6 days car hire.
For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/100897.

Florida – Ernest Hemingway
While Hemingway’s oeuvre spans from Africa to war-torn Europe,
the great author himself chose to take up residency in the Florida
Keys. And, with good reason. A paradise archipelago of palmfringed islands, it divides the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico, forming
a postcard-perfect spread of idyllic beaches. It’s all knitted
together by a network of scenic bridge crossings, making for a
truly epic drive that concludes with a chance visit to Hemingway’s
home itself, found in idyllic Key West. Then, back on the Florida
mainland, you’ll be treated to Spanish-colonial heritage, Miami’s
glitz and glam, and Naples, a bohemian beach retreat.
a 12-day self-drive starts from £2,885 pp

Incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, 10 nights accommodation & 9 days car hire.
For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/102974.
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New England – The Crucible, Arthur Miller
Given that much of America’s early history is tied up in this
six-state huddle, it’s no surprise that New England is rich with
literary tradition. Few novels, however, capture the region’s
puritanical intensity as well as Arthur Miller’s The Crucible – a
dramatisation of the Salem witch trials. Indeed, a road trip to
New England is a step into the past. Highlights include the
Civil War battlefields, colonial-era Newport, and Boston, where
cobbled laneways lead between some of the country’s most
important sites. Of course, there’s plenty of scenery to enjoy as
well, from the Green Mountains to idyllic Cape Cod.
a 16-day self-drive starts from £2,145 pp

Incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, 14 nights accommodation & 13 days car hire.
For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/101287.

Canyon Country – Fear and Loathing in
Las Vegas, Hunter S. Thompson
No other author captures the decadence and pure eccentricity
of Las Vegas quite like Hunter S. Thompson, who brings out all of
its contradictions in a whirlwind of manic prose. But, just as his
best-selling novel heads out for a drive in the desert, so should
you. Sublime routes bring you between the flat-topped mesas
of Monument Valley, the spindling arches of Moab and that
great national wonder – the Grand Canyon. Further highlights
including the Bryce Canyon’s hoodoo spires and Zion, where dirtred rock formations contrast with valleys of bright verdure.
a 15-day self-drive starts from £2,740 pp

Incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, 13 nights accommodation & 14 days car hire.
For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/102975.
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CELEBRITY CRUISES IN ALASKA
Sailing to nearly 300 destinations and taking in all seven continents, Celebrity Cruises® have the world covered,
in style. Their fleet of award-winning, new luxury ships offers the perfect blend of space, sophisticated design and
world-class entertainment to ensure a truly unforgettable time at sea. Meanwhile, on land, their immersive shore
excursion programme guarantees countless special moments at every place you visit. Here, we take a look at one of
their most exciting and enduring destinations – Alaska. And, with no Alaska cruises possible for the past two years,
2022 is set to be more popular then ever.
With itineraries designed to suit every
discerning traveller, and a wide range
of departures between May and
September 2022, all you have to do
is decide which suits you best. Rest
assured, the three award-winning
Celebrity ships, set to sail the Alaskan
coast in 2022 and 2023, offer the
perfect blend of stylish design and
first-class facilities, as well as the very
latest safety protocols to keep you
healthy at sea.
Weeklong cruises start from just
£1,560 pp incl. flights, with a choice
of routes beginning in either Seattle
or Vancouver. Alternatively, their
12-day sailing aboard Celebrity
Eclipse®, departing 11th September
2022, offers a truly in-depth
appreciation of the state, calling into
the likes of Sitka to explore remote
islands and fjords by 4wd and kayak.
What’s more, it’s also possible to link
your cruise with a tour of Canada’s
western ranges aboard Rocky
Mountaineer, detailed opposite.
20
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The Retreat®
Currently available on Alaska cruises
aboard Celebrity Millennium®, The
Retreat® is an exclusive enclave all
of its own, featuring stunning suites
along with a private lounge, dining
venue and sundeck to rival the world’s
most elegant resorts. Guests are also
treated to the services of a dedicated
team of attendants, concierges and
a Personal Retreat Host, on hand
to cater to any whim. And, let’s not
forget the numerous extra amenities
included for Retreat guests, which
range from premium drinks to Wi-Fi

as well as an onboard and shoreexcursion credit to use during your
time at sea.
But that’s not all. Throughout
Celebrity’s award-winning ships you’ll
discover cleverly thought-out spaces
to help you make the most of your
experience – think al fresco coffees
at the stylish Lawn Club – currently
available on Celebrity Eclipse® and
Celebrity Solstice® – and expertly
made sundowners at the Sunset Bar
after action-packed days exploring
your latest port of call.

CELEBRITY CRUISES & ROCKY MOUNTAINEER
Take in the Rockies’ snow-capped peaks from the comfort of
Canada’s most luxurious train, then hop over the border to explore
Alaska aboard Celebrity Eclipse®, spotting rare wildlife and
discovering national parks and Native American history amid a
glacier-carved wilderness. A 14-day journey starts from
£4,435 pp incl. flights. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/150384.

AT L A N T I C C A N A D A | T H E A M E R I C A S

Atlantic Canada
From its glorious coastlines to its sumptuous seafood and unique Acadian
culture, we reveal why travellers are drawn year on year to this enchanting
region of Canada.
Comprising the provinces of New
Brunswick, Newfoundland &
Labrador, Nova Scotia and Prince
Edward Island, Atlantic Canada is a
region of unique cultures, fabulous
food and a spectacular, unspoilt
coast. It also takes under six hours to
fly from London to Halifax, making it
surprisingly easy to reach.
First and foremost, it’s the region’s
natural world that stands out.
Perhaps take a drive along the
Lighthouse Route, which traces
the southern shore of Nova Scotia,
passing dramatic cliffs dotted
with pristine white lighthouses.
Or, head to Newfoundland &
Labrador’s famous Iceberg Alley to
watch millions-strong colonies of
Atlantic puffins. Then, there’s the
beautiful Bay of Fundy between New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia, home
to the world’s highest tides. Here,
from May to September, it’s possible
to spot up to 12 species of whale,
including giant humpbacks and
North Atlantic right whales, as they
feed in the nutrient-rich waters.

But, there’s far more to Atlantic
Canada than just its coastline.
Across all four provinces you’ll find
everything from storybook villages
to World Heritage-listed Viking
ruins and spectacular national-park
walking trails. Wildlife is abundant,
too. Keep an eye out for Canadian
moose or search the skies for a
glimpse of an elusive bald eagle.

And, there’s plenty for the foodie,
with the ocean playing a starring
role – think rich clam chowders,
succulent scallops and moreish
blue mussels. In fact, Prince Edward
Island is known as ‘Canada’s Food
Island’, where visitors are treated
to everything from freshly caught
lobster to award-winning potatoes –
the island’s number one export. For
those with a sweet tooth, blueberry
pie and buckwheat pancakes served
with Canadian maple syrup will leave
you craving for more.
Lastly, there’s a palpable sense of
history tying it all together. Colourful
Maritime towns, steeped in Acadian
culture, give way to thousandyear-old stone carvings marking an
indigenous past. Former military
strongholds are brought to life by
battle re-enactments between 18thcentury garrisons, while fascinating
museums tell tales of ocean voyages
and the seafaring explorers of old.

SAVE UP TO

£130 PP
Book by 31 Jan 2022

A 12-DAY TAILOR-MADE SELF-DRIVE THROUGH ATLANTIC
CANADA IS AVAILABLE FROM £1,745 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge

access, 9 days car hire, 10 nights accommodation and admission to historic sites. For a full
itinerary & all inclusions, visit wexas.com/146892.
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Landscapes of Chile
Chile stretches nearly 3,000 miles from north to south, and never more than 110 miles from east to west, always
bound by the spine of the Andes on one side and the vast Pacific Ocean on the other. The scenery is extraordinarily
diverse, from the arid, lunar landscapes of the Atacama Desert – the driest non-polar desert on earth – to the sculpted
peaks and glacial lakes of the Torres del Paine National Park.

In Chile’s central region you’ll find the energetic bustle
of the capital, Santiago, and the vibrancy of Valparaíso,
standing proudly on the edge of the Pacific. Many of the
country’s best wineries are also just a short drive from
the capital, including those of the Colchagua Valley
where harvests yield some of South America’s finest
cabernet sauvignons and syrahs. Head south and there
are the deep blues of the Lake District reflecting the
conical peaks of snow-capped volcanoes while just a

As you continue towards the very southern tip of the
continent, the landscapes get wilder still, and arguably
even more impressive. Amid vast national parks, you’ll
see the groaning glaciers and 10,000-foot spires of
Chilean Patagonia where guanacos roam and condors
stretch their 12-foot wingspans.

Highlights of Chile

Easter Island Extension

Take in Chile’s scenic delights with our countryspanning tailor-made journey. Bookend
adventures in the Atacama Desert with nights in
the capital, Santiago, then head south to Torres
del Paine’s granite spires before rounding things
off with two nights in artsy Valparaíso.

Extend your stay in Chile by contrasting its
mainland highlights with a stay on faraway
Easter Island, Rapa Nui. Staying at a choice
of superior or deluxe hotels, you’ll discover the
island’s unique nature and rich cultural heritage,
manifested in the mysterious stone moai that
look out to the crystalline waters of the
Polynesian Pacific.

A 13-DAY TOUR STARTS FROM £4,940 PP

Incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, transfers, 10 nights
accommodation, selected touring & shared excursions
in Atacama Desert & Patagonia. For a full itinerary, visit
wexas.com/101682.
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short boat ride away is the island of Chiloé, a place rich
in myth and legend.
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PRICES START FROM £1,555 PP incl. domestic
flights, 3 nights accommodation & private touring.
For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/143150.

C O S TA R I C A | T H E A M E R I C A S

Life on the wild
side in Costa Rica

A land of mist-shrouded volcanoes and extraordinary
wildlife, Costa Rica is a true Latin American gem.
Consider that it accounts for just 0.03% of the Earth’s
surface but contains almost 6% of its biodiversity, and
you’ll begin to grasp just how multifarious this tiny
country really is – it’s a place where twelve different
microclimates host everything from elusive big cats to
exotic insects in subtropical cloud forests and along its
far-flung coastlines.
In this spectacular setting, luxury eco-lodges perch
in jungle treetops and on rugged headlands such as
those of the Osa Peninsula on Costa Rica’s secluded
southwest coast; it’s a paradisiacal region, where
scarlet macaws feed on rainforest trees and pumas

prowl the pristine jungle floor. Indeed, its remote
location affords excellent chances to get up close to
some of the country’s myriad wildlife, including tapirs,
and, luck depending, elusive jaguars.
Explore winding waterways on canoeing excursions
and head out on hikes along rugged wilderness trails to
witness spider monkeys swinging among the branches
and playful dolphins tracing the shoreline. Then there
are the nocturnal snakes and colour-changing frogs
you’ll spot on exploratory nighttime treks, as well as
sloths rising from their daytime slumber and the shrieks
of howler monkeys as they peer down from treetop
perches. Naturally, there are chances to unwind, too,
whether that’s surfing on Cabo Matapalo’s swells or
sunbathing on near-deserted shores.

Costa Rica: Sarapiqui and the Osa
Peninsula
Roam among rainbow-hued wildlife and kayak alongside
idyllic beaches on this spectacular journey, where you’ll
combine the world-famous nature of Sarapiqui and the
Osa Peninsula with the iconic landscapes of Arenal and
its eponymous volcano.
AN 11-DAY JOURNEY STARTS FROM £3,425 PP

Incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, transfers, 9 nights
accommodation, selected meals & guided tours. For a full itinerary, visit
wexas.com/104075.
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SWAN HELLENIC
IN ANTARCTICA
At almost twice the size of Australia, Antarctica is
truly vast. And, despite holding 70% of the world’s
fresh water, it’s also our driest continent – a great
desert of glaciers and ice sheets surrounded by the
frigid waters of the Southern Ocean. Of course, aside
from a handful of hardy scientists rotating stints at
remote research stations, its otherworldly terrain is
largely uninhabitable. But still, it remains a mustsee destination for intrepid travellers keen to follow
in the footsteps of the world’s exploring pioneers.
Indeed, there’s something about this enigmatic polar
region that needs to be seen to be believed.
Cruising to Antarctica is of course, for many, a genuine
once-in-a-lifetime experience. And, there can be few
better ways to take in its unique drama than with a
Swan Hellenic voyage. As recognised world leaders
and pioneers in expedition cruising, they’ve been taking
clients to the planet’s remotest regions for 70 years. It’s
a unique heritage, showcased across a globe-spanning
range of voyages, packed full of authentic, intimate
and unforgettable moments. It’s all complemented
by an onboard air of elegant sophistication across
their new fleet of boutique-luxury ships, where clean,
Scandinavian design is complemented by a wealth of
superb amenities.
Naturally, a vital part of the cruise experience is the
ship itself and, with two brand-new boutique expedition
ships at their disposal – SH Minerva and SH Vega –

24
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Swan Hellenic’s onboard experience is second-to-none.
To reach the remotest regions, both ships offer the
very latest ice-class technology, while inside, guests
can expect intuitive service, elegant accommodation
complete with floor-to-ceiling balcony doors, state-ofthe-art fitness and spa facilities and a range of delicious
dining options. Indeed, from the room service to the
restaurants, a team of world-class chefs are on hand to
prepare dishes combining the latest international trends
with ingredients and culinary experiences inspired by
the destinations on your itinerary.

A N TA R C T I C A C R U I S I N G | T H E A M E R I C A S

THE FALKLANDS & ANTARCTICA
DISCOVERY
23-DAY EXPEDITION CRUISE HOLIDAY

Then, alongside daily shore excursions by Zodiac, there
are opportunities for kayaking, trekking and, for the
hardy, the infamous Polar Plunge. What’s more, back on
board, there’s the opportunity for some scientific insight
on Antarctica’s unique natural world, with a programme
of presentations and lectures. You could even hone your
photography skills at the state-of-the-art Expedition Lab.
Inspired? See our suggested itinerary opposite, pairing
a cruise to Antarctica and the remote Falkland Islands
with an estancia stay in Argentina.

This epic voyage is a spectacular showcase for
the drama and beauty of Antarctica and the
remote islands of the southern Atlantic. Sail out
in style from Buenos Aires aboard your luxury
expedition ship to spot whales of the Valdes
Peninsula and discover the unique history and
culture of the Falklands. Next, the wonders of
the Antarctic Peninsula await as you explore
coastlines home to thousands-strong colonies
of penguins and cruise between icebergs and
glaciers on board a fleet of Zodiacs. It’s then on
to the wild South Shetland Islands before you
cross the Drake Passage to Ushuaia and a few
days of pampered relaxation at a luxury estancia
amid the Argentine pampas.
PRICES START FROM £17,995 PP incl. flights,
uk airport lounge access, private transfers, 1 night b&b
accommodation in Buenos Aires, an 18-night all-inclusive
expedition cruise & 2 nights full-board at Estancia La Bamba
de Areco. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/183897.
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AFRICA
With its vast and varied landscapes, iconic
wildlife and unique cultures, Africa serves up a
rich blend of travel experiences unlike anywhere
else on Earth.
To inspire, we’ve picked out just a small handful
of them across these pages, beginning with
the best of South Africa’s world-leading cities
and Big-Five national parks. And, while our two
featured holidays have plenty in common, we
also mix things up with the choice of a crossborder adventure to world-wonder Victoria
Falls or a spectacular Garden Route self-drive,
exploring the wineries and whale-dotted seas of
the south coast.
As a contrast, our specialists then take us
northeast for a pair of luxury fly-in safaris,
showcasing the myriad delights of Kenya and
Tanzania, countries famed for their wide-open
savannahs and celebrated national parks – the
Masai Mara and Serengeti. This is wild Africa at
its absolute finest.
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Southern Africa’s greatest trio
From wildlife to wild landscapes, Southern Africa has no shortage of attractions. However, there are three that stand
out the most, wrapping the region’s myriad charms in a perfect nutshell – Cape Town, Greater Kruger National Park and
Victoria Falls. Together, they represent Southern Africa’s greatest city and natural wonder, alongside its best Big-Five
safari. Inspired? Take a look at our itinerary below, and remember that you’ll have to book well in advance to secure that
much-sought-after Kruger accommodation.

CAPE TOWN, KRUGER & VICTORIA FALLS
11-DAY TAILOR-MADE JOURNEY

It all begins with three nights in Cape Town. Here, included private tours will see you take in everything
from Table Mountain and the idyllic Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens to the Cape Point Lighthouse and the
penguins of Boulders Beach. Throughout, you’ll stay at the luxurious Queen Victoria Hotel, where elegant
rooms, a cocktail bar and superb spa are set to gorgeous views of the V&A Waterfront or Table Mountain.
A flight, bookended by included transfers, will then see you to Timbavati Private Game Reserve in the
Greater Kruger National Park. Here, your twice-daily game drives will showcase the likes of armoured rhino,
prides of lions and herds of elephant, before returning each day to the chic Motswari Game Lodge. Staying
in a luxury bungalow, your all-inclusive indulgences range from sumptuous high tea and fine South African
wines to multi-course gourmet dining.
You’ll then finish with a short flight and a pair of private transfers, bringing you to Zimbabwe and your grand,
Edwardian-style hotel overlooking Victoria Falls. Here, you’ll take in the world’s largest waterfall with a
private tour, a two-course lunch and a sundowner cocktail cruise. You might even splash out on a helicopter
flight. It’s the perfect end to a once-in-a-lifetime trip.
PRICES START FROM £4,240 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, private transfers, 5 nights b&b accommodation,
private touring, Victoria Falls sundowner cruise & 3 nights full-board safari lodge incl. house wines & twice-daily game drives. For a full
itinerary and all inclusions, visit wexas.com/152985.
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From its sub-tropical beaches and
pulsating cities to the iconic wildlife
of its savannah and bushveld, South
Africa is a land of outstanding
natural beauty and cultural
diversity. Here are its highlights.
The Western Cape
In the shadow of Table Mountain’s
mist-shrouded plateau, dynamic
Cape Town’s rich mix of cultures,
cuisines and landscapes provides
a spectacular introduction to a
country aptly nicknamed ‘The
Rainbow Nation’. Linger for a few
days, just to take it all in, before
swapping city life for the Cape
Wineland’s bucolic charms. Then,
choose your path along the Garden
Route, perhaps stopping to watch
whales play in the surf off Hermanus,
or heading north to the mountainous
Klein Karoo before taking in stunning
coastal panoramas and prett y
seaside towns.
Big-ﬁve safaris
Wildlife takes centre stage in the
magnificent Kruger National Park, a
region of winding rivers, deep gorges
and open plains host to a plethora
of winged, whiskered, toothed and
tusked creatures, including the Big
Five – lion, Cape buffalo, elephant,
rhino and leopard. Here, at some of
the continent’s most luxurious safari
lodges, it’s possible to escape the
crowds while enjoying everything
from private-plunge-pool soaks to
spa indulgences and gourmet dining,
all interspersed with ranger-led bush

TH E HIGH LIGHTS OF
SOUTH AFRICA
walks and thrilling 4wd game drives.
But, it’s not all about Kruger and
its surrounding reserves. In the
Eastern Cape, another hatful of
private lodges also offer superb
game viewing and are, unlike
Kruger, malaria-free. Then, in the
east, there are the iSimangaliso
Wetlands, home to large numbers
of hippos and crocodiles, all a
delightful contrast to the northern
Kalahari’s arid plains
South Africa’s hidden gems
Alongside the iconic sights and

Cape, Wine, Garden Route & Kruger
13-DAY TAILOR-MADE JOURNE Y

This is your chance to wrap up all of South Africa’s highlights in one
trip. You’ll begin in Cape Town before an epic Garden Route road
trip links the country’s best vineyards with a series of luxury stays.
Finally take the short flight north for a Big-Five Kruger safari.

attractions, South Africa is also
host to plenty of hidden gems. In
Namaqualand, watch as the stark
landscapes burst into wildflower
blooms before exploring the
rugged beauty of the Drakensberg
Mountains and the compelling
history of the Zulu Battlefields. And
to round it all off ? Laze on KwaZuluNatal’s idyllic coastal stretch,
where swaying palms frame golden
sands and the shimmering blue of
the Indian Ocean. And, it’s all just a
stone’s throw from the island idylls
of neighbouring Mozambique.

SAVE UP TO

£650 PP
Book by 31 Jan 2022

PRICES FROM £3,830 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge access, 7 days
car hire, 8 nights b&b accommodation, 3 nights full-board safari with included game
drives. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/146748.
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Elewana’s
Africa
East Africa oﬀers superb wildlife viewing yearround, but it’s the Great Migration that arguably
steals the show. Not only do over two million
wildebeest, zebras and gazelles set oﬀ in search
of greener pastures, but stalking predators follow
in their wake, from lions to cheetahs.
It all takes place between Tanzania’s Serengeti
and Kenya’s Masai Mara, with each coming into
its own at diﬀerent times. To inspire, we’ve picked
out two itineraries on the following page, which
can be booked to coincide with the migration
at diﬀerent points, but can also be enjoyed
throughout the year.
What’s more, they both feature all-inclusive stays
at the very best boutique camps, a full spread of
safari activities and connecting flights in a luxury,
nine-seater aircraft.
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OCT
TO
JUL

JUL
TO
NOV

TANZANIA SKYSAFARI
BY ELEWANA

KENYA SKYSAFARI
BY ELEWANA

12-DAY TAILOR-MADE FLY-SAFARI

12-DAY TAILOR-MADE FLY-SAFARI

On this unique itinerary, luxury scenic flights will
see you between northern Tanzania’s nationalpark greats, with the chance to experience the
Serengeti’s wildebeest migration (October to
July), alongside Ngorongoro Crater’s staggering
natural beauty and Tarangire’s quieter charms.
It’s all knitted together by private transfers and
all-inclusive luxury stays, including in plantation
homes and baobab treehouses. And, while
you’ll spot the Big Five on game drives included
throughout, you’ll also enjoy everything from
guided visits to coffee plantations and Maasai
villages to bush sundowners, night drives and
game walks. You might also consider a beach
extension, with the Kilindi Zanzibar offering the
perfect Indian Ocean escape.

Showcase the very best of Kenya’s national parks,
again with scenic flights, luxury lodge stays and
expert-led safaris. While this itinerary is ideal for
taking in the great migration in the Masai Mara
(July to November), you’ll also have the chance to
join conservation efforts in Loisaba Conservancy
and see the elephants of Amboseli, collected
in giant herds in the shadow of Mt. Kilimanjaro.
Staying in luxury tented camps and thatched
cottages, classic game drives are joined by
ranger-led walks and night safaris, alongside the
likes of bush picnics and sundowners. Indeed,
the all-inclusive drinks and dining are a highlight
throughout. To end your trip in style, speak to our
specialists about a stay at the AfroChic Diani,
ideally poised on Kenya’s idyllic Mombasa coast.

PRICES START FROM £6,775 PP incl. flights,
uk airport lounge access, transfers, 9 nights all-inclusive
accommodation & all touring incl. twice-daily game drives on
safari. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/166079.

PRICES START FROM £6,495 PP incl. flights,
uk airport lounge access, transfers, 1 night half-board,
8 nights all-inclusive & all touring incl. twice-daily game drives
on safari. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/103293.
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ASIA
Asia is all-encompassing, with everything from
high-tech cities to lush jungles dotted across
the many countries that make up this exotic and
enchanting continent.
For a slice of 21st-century living, Singapore’s
slick modernity is tempered by its ancient
temples, landmark hotels and vibrant hawker
markets. Then, why not take the train north
through Malaysia to explore Thailand’s exotic
beaches and the sheer vibrancy of its capital
– Bangkok? It’s a journey showcased to
perfection on pages 36–37, travelling aboard
the Eastern & Oriental Express.
Alternatively, look beyond the beaten path to
embrace the unique beauty, cuisine and cultural
riches of South Korea – a country on the rise.
Of course, these represent just a small taste of
the destinations we offer. So, whether it’s India,
Sri Lanka, China or Vietnam that pique your
interest, simply give our Asia experts a call.
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INSIDE SOUTH KOREA
Long overshadowed by its headline-grabbing
neighbours, South Korea is often unfairly overlooked.
But, those that do make the journey are richly rewarded
with neon megacities, mountain-top temples and a truly
unique cuisine that’s only just getting the attention it
deserves. And, let’s not forget the ‘Korean Wave’ of
pop culture – from film to music – that’s been taking
the world by storm. It’s all brought to life in a host
of unforgettable experiences, including temple stays,
wellness retreats and a nightlife that’s among Asia’s
most vibrant.
Seoul & surrounds
Introductions are invariably made in Seoul, the country’s
capital. This is where Korea pulled itself out of wartime
collapse and into G20 prosperity in just 50 short years
– an economic phenomenon termed the “Miracle on
the Han River”. Having leapfrogged the likes of Russia
and Australia, Seoul wears its riches on its sleeve, with
great skyscrapers, glitzy neon streets and fine-dining
restaurants all competing for your attention. It’s hard to
imagine that the Demilitarized Zone with North Korea is
just a day trip away.
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Unique culture and cuisine
Yet, Korea hasn’t lost its roots. Even in the centre of
Seoul, you’ll quickly stumble across bustling markets,
Confucianist shrines and great palaces, all intricate
carvings and beautiful colours. However, it’s perhaps
Korean cuisine where tradition has lingered longest.
Simply, there’s nowhere else in the world that does food
like Korea, whether that’s the spicy tang of fermented
kimchi, the impossible fluffy delight of seafood pancakes
or the convivial joy of a night at a barbecue joint. It’s all
washed down with gallons of soju liquor – the world’s
most popular brand of booze. Koreans really do enjoy a
few drinks.
From countryside to coast
You would, however, be doing yourself a disservice if you
limited yourself to Seoul. Second-city Busan impresses
with golden beaches and waterside temples, Gyeongju
is world-famous for its cherry blossom and ancient
palace complex, and the country’s interior is ripe for
hikes to forgotten mountain temples. However, for the
true Korean holiday experience, get yourself to Jeju – a
volcanic island where pristine beaches front gorgeous
countryside and fresh seafood is caught from by haenyeo
free divers.
Asian Connections
With direct flights from the UK, South Korea is perfectly
placed as a destination in its own right. But, if you want to
combine it with other countries in the region, you’ll also
find it extremely well connected. Speak to our specialists
who’ll help you design a South Korea holiday based on
your individual requirements, whether that’s a countryspanning two-week stay or a short stopover en route to
any one of a host of other Asian destinations.

ESSENTIAL SOUTH KORE A
9-day tailor-made holiday

Showcase Korea’s highlights both ancient and cutting
edge on this independent tour. Everything from Seoul’s
castle-palaces and Busan’s beach-city neon to water
temples and thousand-year-old royal capitals will
be brought to life by the services of a private guide
throughout. For extra flavour, you’ll also enjoy a range of
included extras, such as stage performances, seafoodmarket tastings and even a trip to the North Korea
border. Along the way, you’ll travel in style, with private
transfers throughout and trips on the KTX – Korea’s
answer to the Japanese bullet train.
PRICES FROM £3,395 PP incl. flights, uk airport lounge
access, select transfers, 7 nights b&b accommodation & selected
touring.For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/103725 .
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E A ST E R N & O R I E N TA L E X P R ESS
L u x u r y ra il j o u r n e y s i nto t h e e xot i c E a st

Effortlessly combining Asia’s ancient wonders with its ultra-modern cities, a trip aboard the Eastern & Oriental Express is the ultimate
Far East rail experience. Created by Belmond, the people behind the legendary Venice Simplon-Orient-Express, these are journeys
that delight at every turn. whether it’s the exotic landscapes and golden coastlines of the Malay Peninsula, or the silk furnishings and
exquisite marquetry of the train’s lavish interiors.

Journeys
Routes, lasting from two- and
three-day dashes to week-long
explorations, begin or end in the
great Asian cities of Bangkok, Kuala
Lumpur or Singapore, and include
a range of immersive excursions
depending on your chosen route;
there’s everything from guided
cruises to traditional village visits,
cooking classes and rice paddy treks.
Perhaps you’ll start in Thailand,
contrasting the urban buzz and
gilded palaces of the capital with the
verdant delights of Kanchanaburi and
the stark World War II heritage of the
River Kwai bridge and its Thai-Burma
Railway Museum. Or, set off from 21stcentury Singapore or colonial Kuala
Lumpur, traversing dense jungles
and cultivated highlands to call into
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the royal town of Kuala Kangsar and
the golden domes of the Ubudiah
Mosque. For the ultimate experience,
the all-encompassing Fables of the
Peninsula route takes in the lot, with
included five-star stays in Singapore
and the Cameron Highlands, a
choice of tours in Kuala Lumpur and
Penang, and an exclusive boat ride
and lunch at beautiful Hat Wanakon
Beach, all making for a truly
immersive adventure.

Cabins
As you step on board, the carriages’
iconic green-and-gold livery gives
way to wood-panelled corridors,
Asian-inspired furnishings and rich
Thai silks. Indeed, the attention to
detail is extraordinary, not least in the
accommodation. Choose between

opulent Presidential Cabins, decked
out in red and green with a choice of
twin and double beds, complimentary
minibar and a plush seating area, or
the light and airy State Cabins, where
reclining sofas are transformed into
two single beds come nighttime. The
entry-level Pullman Cabins, whose
daytime seating cleverly converts into
upper and lower berths, delight with
vintage charm, while the small-butperfectly-formed Pullman Singles
make for an intimate hideaway,
complete with baroque detailing and
seating that converts into a single,
floor-level bed. All cabins feature
large, drape-framed picture windows,
so when you’re not out exploring, or
enjoying the pleasures of the bar and
restaurant cars, there’s the chance to
sit back and take in the scenery as it
drifts slowly by.

Life on board
You’ll not be surprised to learn
that the onboard luxuries don’t
end with the cabins, and that
throughout the rest of the train
there’s plenty to enjoy, from openair observation cars to a whole host
of included culinary experiences.
In the restaurant car, days begin
in suitable style with champagne
breakfasts where fresh fruit and
pastries share the menu with
regional delicacies including Thai
prawns, wontons and miso soup.
Then, come the evening, after a
signature cocktail in the bar, you’ll
enjoy the likes of hoisin-glazed
mackerel, barramundi fillet and
roast duck among the glittering
crystal and white-glove service of
the resplendent dining car.

EASTERN & ORIENTAL EXPRESS
ASIA CLASSIC
10-DAY LUXURY RAIL JOURNEY

With departures from September 2022, our recommended Eastern
& Oriental Express journey starts from £3,945 pp and includes
flights, uk airport lounge access, private transfers, 2 nights b&b
accommodation in Bangkok, a 3-night, all-inclusive journey aboard
the Eastern & Oriental Express & 2 nights accommodation in
Singapore. For a full itinerary, visit wexas.com/101826.
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Relaxing Escapes
Over these two pages, we’ve picked out a selection of offers to some of our favourite
resorts, each one made for relaxation. And, whether it’s huge savings at Baglioni’s
latest beachside gem or a complimentary upgrade in Antigua, there’s plenty to entice.
Just remember to hurry, these exclusive deals are sure to sell out. And, if another
destination appeals, don’t hesitate to give our specialists a call.

Colony Club
barbados

SAVE UP TO

36%

A haven of peace and tranquillity, Colony
Club looks out across verdant gardens
and the sparkling sea. It’s all tied together
with first-class dining, rejuvenating spa
treatments, water sports, yoga classes and
island sightseeing tours.

off accommodation
Book by 31 Jan 22

prices from £1,535 pp incl. flights,

uk airport lounge access, private transfers & 7 nights b&b
accommodation in a Pool/Garden View room. Prices vary
by departure date, please call for a quote.

Carlisle Bay
SAVE UP TO

30%
Plus room upgrade
Book by 31 Jan 22

a n ti gua

Nestled between a jade-green rainforest
and a glorious beach, Carlisle Bay is the
epitome of barefoot luxury. Stylish oceanfront suites, world-spanning cuisine and
unmatched service come together to make it
the ultimate Caribbean escape.
prices from £2,045 pp incl. flights,

uk airport lounge access, private transfers & 7 nights
b&b accommodation in a Garden Suite. Prices vary by
departure date, please call for a quote.

Baros Maldives
m a l d iv es

Surrounded by the romantic shades of the
Indian Ocean, the over-water and beachside
villas at Baros are as escapist as they come.
Like most Maldivian islands, it’s small enough
to walk or lazily swim around and there’s
enough luxury to linger for a week or two.
prices from £2,395 pp incl. flights,

uk airport lounge access, private transfers & 7 nights b&b
accommodation in a Deluxe Villa. Prices vary by departure
date, please call for a quote.
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Lesante Blu
z a k y n t h o s , g r eece
SAVE UP TO

£245 PP

This ultra-stylish adults-only hotel is a proud
member of The Leading Hotels of the World.
Newly built and ever so luxurious, you can
expect contemporary suites, a standout spa
and three restaurants overlooking a gorgeous
stretch of private beach.

Book by 31 Jan 2022

prices from £675 pp incl. flights, uk airport

lounge access, private transfers & 7 nights accommodation
in a Double Suite with Sea View. Prices vary by departure
date, please call for a quote.

Baglioni Resort Sardinia
s a r d i n i a . ita ly
SAVE UP TO

£490 PP
Book by 31 Jan 2022

Idyllically set on Sardinia’s north-east coast,
this Baglioni hotel stands immersed in a
sublime natural landscape. But the setting
isn’t the resort’s only triumph. You’ll also
find a gorgeous spa and sensational dining
inspired by the flavours of the Med.
prices from £1,330 pp incl. flights,

uk airport lounge access, private transfers & 7 nights b&b
accommodation in a Grand Deluxe Room. Prices vary by
departure date, please call for a quote.

AMARA Limassol
cy pr u s

SAVE UP TO

£270 PP

As one of Limassol’s finest resorts, this
contemporary gem combines gourmet dining
from Nobu Matsuhisa with ultra-stylish rooms
and a wealth of five-star facilities. All this and
it’s just minutes from the archaeological site
of Amathus, which dates to around 1100 bc.

Book by 31 Jan 2022

prices from £1,435 pp incl. flights,

uk airport lounge access, private transfers & 7 nights
b&b accommodation in a Deluxe Room. Prices vary by
departure date, please call for a quote.

Las Terrazas de Abama
SAVE UP TO

£245 PP
Book by 31 Jan 22

t en eri f e

This luxurious resort is perched high above
Tenerife’s southwest coast. Stylish suites
come with views of the subtropical gardens
or ocean, with La Gomera in the distance,
while the dining is headlined by the multiple
Michelin star-winning Martín Berasategui.
prices from £855 pp incl. flights,

uk airport lounge access, private transfers & 7 nights b&b
accommodation in a 1 bedroom suite with partial sea view.
Prices vary by departure date, please call for a quote.
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